Abstract-It is weIl known that lossless compression of a discrete memoryless source with near-uniform encoder output is possible at a rate above its entropy if and only if the encoder and decoder share a common random seed. This work focuses on deriving conditions for near-uniform encoder output(s) in the Wyner-Ziv and the distributed lossy compression problems. We show that in the Wyner-Ziv problem, near-uniform encoder output and operation dose to the WZ-rate limit is simultaneously possible, whereas in the distributed lossy compression problem, jointly near-uniform outputs is achievable in the interior of the distributed lossy compression rate region if the sources share non-trivial Gacs-Körner common information.
then lossy compression with jointly near-uniform encoder outputs is achievable at any rate pair in the interior of the distributed lossy compression rate region. The case where the sources share no Gacs-Körner common information is open.
The proofs for both problems employ ideas trom channel resolvability [6, p. 404 ] and the likelihood encoder [7] . The result for the distributed lossy compression case is proven without needing a characterization of the underlying rate region. Instead, we exploit the existence of codes with nearuniform encoder outputs for a variant of the Siepian-Wolf problem with a non-standard decoding constraint.
The remainder of the paper is organized thus. Section 11 provides the notation, Section 111 defines the problems studied, Section IV details the main results of this work, and lastly, Section V presents the results used in the proofs of Section IV.
11. NOTATION For m,n E N with m < n, [m,n] ~ frn,m + 1, ... ,n}.
Uppercase letters (e.g., X, Y) denote random variables, lower cases denote their realizations (e.g., x, y), and the respective script versions (e.g., X, Y) denote their alphabets. In this work, all alphabets are assumed to be finite. Superscripts indicate the length of vectors, and subscripts indicate the component index. Given a finite set S, u n if (S) denotes the uniform probability mass function (pmf) on S. Given a pmf Px, sp(Px) indicates its support, p~n indicates the joint pmf of n i.i.d random variables distributed according to Px, and T;' [px 1 denotes the set of c-strongly letter typical sequences of length n [8] . Given an event E, lP'(E) denotes the probability of its occurrence. Lastly, given two pmfs p and q over a set X, the variational distance V(p, q) ~ LXEX Ip(x) -q(x)l· 111. PROBLEM DEFINITION This work focuses on the Wyner-Ziv and distributed lossy compression problems with an additional ne ar-uniform encoder output constraint; they are formally defined here. an n E N, encoding functions fx :
, and a reconstruction function
Since wn(K,K') rv Q~n, and since wn(K,K') and (X n , yn) are related through the DMC QYlxQxlw, by the weak law of large numbers, we have
where Qu is the uniform pmf on [ are the receiver reconstructions.
IV. MAIN RESULTS

A. Near-uniform H)!ner-Ziv Coding
Theorem J: Near-uniform encoder output is achievable in the Wyner-Ziv problem at rates R ~ Rwz(~).
Prao!" The proof builds codes based on channel resolvability [6, p. 404 ] and the Iikelihood encoder [7] , which allow us to track the distribution of the encoder output. We first pick a channel QWlx such that: (a) the pmf QWlxQXY satisfies (6) and ( 
Let X n be the output when wn(K, K') is transmitted over the discrete memoryless channel (DMC) QXlw, and let yn be the output when X n is transmitted over the DMC QYlx.
Then, the following hold. 
Now, for a suitably large n, we can find a codebook realization
Co such that X n and yn generated by using Co satisfy:
Let Q K K' xn be the pmf induced by the codebook Co. Now, to deriv~ a'(randomized) WZ scheme using this codebook, we proceed as depicted in Fig. 1 . We first pick an approximation
(14)
The need for an approximation will become clear later when we emulate Q K K' xn using X n and a ne ar-uniform random seed. Upon cho~si~g Qa;r;., x n ' we encode xn by generating (K, k) rv Q~r;'lxn (., '·Ii n ). We then transmit only K to the receiver. The joint pmf of (K, K', xn) is given by
From (11), (14) and (15), we are guaranteed that
Further, since y n and yn are the outputs when X n and X n , respectively, are fed into the DMC QYIX, we also have
From (7) and (16), we see that K and K' are jointly nearly uniform. Hence, K, which is the WZ encoder output, is also nearly uniform. Further, (13) and (16) jointly imply that
Next, trom (12), (16) and Lemma 1 of Section V, we see that: Finally, since the last J(']() source symbols are used solely to generate the random seed, it can be assumed that the average distortion corresponding to each of these symbols is no more than dmax . Combining this with the estimate for the first n symbols, we see that the overall average per-symbol distortion offered by the code is at most ~ + 3c:dmax + H(~) dmax . The result then follows by limiting c: to zero.
•
B. Near-uniform Distributed Lossy Source Coding Problem
We begin by analyzing joint near-uniformity of encoder outputs in a variant of the Slepian-Wolf (SW) problem, which will be used for the corresponding distributed lossy compression problem. Since the lossless compression of a source with ne ar-uniform output is not possible without shared randomness between encoder and decoder [4] , SW coding with jointly near-uniform encoder outputs is also not possible. However, if we relax the decoder constraint to lossless recovery of all but a small fraction of symbols, then there exist distributed coding schemes with jointly ne ar-uniform encoder outputs provided the two sources share non-trivial Gacs-Körner common information. The following result quantifies this precisely. 
(Y), and R x > H(XIY).
As depicted in Fig. 2 • (a) follows by dropping the second term;
• (b) due to the i.i.d. construction of the random codebooks;
• (30) uses the law of iterated expectations, where IErest is the expectation over all codewords except (un (1) , xn (1, 1, k) );
• (31) uses Jensen's inequality for the log function;
• finally, (33) follows by splitting the outer sum depending on whether the realization of the codeword X n (1, 1, k) and yn are jointly 5-strongly letter typical, where 5 < E/C4Iog2 IYI),
From (24)- (27) and (33), we conclude that there must exist for a sufficiently large n, a codebook C* such that
(36)
The code C* induces two joint pmfs Q; J K {jn x n yn and
Q; L (jnyn for which QI,J,K
sidc~ ( 
Thus, under the law QO, (J, L) and J are jointly nearlyuniform. We now use an approach similar to the Wyner-Ziv case to build a code for the problem at hand.
• The X -encoder first generates 1° rv Q~I {jn ('1 un), and then According to (40), the variational distance between the emulated pmf and Q~ J K X Y L is no more than 3c, which when combined with (44)' impiies that the variational distance of the emulated joint pmf of (fO, J O , LO) is at most lOc away from the jointly uniform pmf QL,IQJ. Lastly, as in the Wyner-Ziv case, we are done if we approximate the randomized encoders by functions, for which we use near-uniform seeds derived from additional source symbols in the following manner.
• At both encoders, we use Un +1 , ... , U n + 3sn to obtain the
H(U)
same near-uniform random seed over [1,2 2nE ] , and then use the seed to approximate the random index selection according to Q~I{jn(·lun).
• We use X n + 3sn +1" .. ,Xn + Gen to obtain a near-uniform
random seed over [1, 2 2nE ] , and then use the seed to realize index selection according to Q~,Klxn,I('lxn, .).
• We use Yn+ Gsn +1" .. ,Xn+ gsn to obtain a near-uniform
II(U) II(U)
random seed over [1, 2 2nE ] , and then use the seed to realize index selection according to Q~ Wn) .lYn, .).
In the above, extracting random seeds and realizing index selections as a function of the random seed and the sources are done by invoking Lemmas 2 and 4 of Section V.
Thus, for sufficiently large n, there exist codes that encode n + Jl(F;) source symbols into a jointly nearly uniformly distributed pair of indices, using which the first n symbols can be losslessly retrieved with high probability.
• We are now ready to present our result pertaining to uniform lossy compression in the two-source distributed lossy source coding problem. Note that the proof does not require a characterization of the underlying rate region.
Theorem 3: Givenjointly correlated sources (X, Y) rv QXY with non-trivial Gacs-Körner common information, distributed lossy compression with jointly near-uniform encoder outputs is possible at all rate points in the strict interior of the distributed lossy compression rate region.
Prao (46) where QL Bn is the joint pmf of (L, Bn) induced by Cn .
Prao;' We only provide an outline of the proof for brevity. It is impossible to identify L using the channel output Bn alone since R > 1(A; B) (i.e., channel decoding will fail). Since the aim is only to approximate the pmf Q L Bn, for each channel output b n E Bn, one can build a' list
L(b n ) of indices such that € E L(b n ) if and only if An(€)
is jointly typical with b n . Using standard typicality-based arguments, it can be shown that the expected size of the list is at most 21+ n (R-I(A;B)+281og 2 lAI) . The proof is compIe ted by showing that QLIBn=bn(-) is weIl approximated by Q LIBn=bn ,LEL(bn) (.), and that the latter pmf can be realized as a function of Bn and a .!:lniform seed of rate p > R -1(A; B) that is independent of B n .
• Lemma 3: Given pmfpAB and rates RA, RB E [0, (0) such that RB > 1(C; B) and RA + RB > 1(C; A, B) , let us construct a random codebook {Bn (1) where the expectation is over all the codebook realizations.
Prao!, The proof follows horn the achievability scheme and (10)-(15) in [9] by setting h = 2, A o = B, Al = A, Xl = C, and B 1 = B 2 = X 2 = const.
• 
